
Outdoor Living Collection
Create your ideal outdoor lifestyle



Designed to help you make the most of your outside space, our Outdoor Living Collection 
features a variety of Trex and Arbordeck ranges which seamlessly combine form and 
function. With options to suit all tastes and budgets, the collection provides endless 
opportunities to create an outdoor space that can be enjoyed for many years to come. 
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Outdoor Living Collection
Helping you to embrace the great outdoors

With the positive link between wellbeing and nature now widely 
recognised, there’s been an increased demand for extending indoor 
living space to the outdoors. 

Installed by: Simon Thomas Deck & DesignInstalled by: Browns Landscapes
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The world’s #1 decking brand, Trex® has 
been redefining outdoor living since 1996.

Image shown is for illustrative purposes only. 
Not all products may be available.
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Quality capped product with 
a solid core delivers a durable 

and stable performance 

Enhanced fade and stain 
resistance, never needs 
painting or oiling

*Trex® decking comes complete with a Trex® limited warranty. This limited warranty is supported directly by Trex Company LLC and covers the 
product for 25 years if used in a residential space, and 10 years in a commercial setting. Terms and conditions apply and these can be found in the 
Trex warranty document. Please contact us for full details.

Made from 95% recycled 
material with a realistic 
wood grain effect

25-year Limited Residential Warranty 
and 10-year Limited Commercial 

Warranty provided by Trex® Company

Easy to install 
and maintain

Trex composite decking seamlessly combines 
form and function, offering a low maintenance yet 
high performance solution. With a 25-year limited 
residential warranty for added peace of mind, you 
can enjoy your deck for many years to come 
– even with minimal maintenance. 

Won't fade or stain, rot or split

10
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The secret  
is in the shell

Request your Trex® composite decking sample pack at www.arbordeck.co.uk 5



 

A history of innovation
Changing the way the world lives outdoors

Since 1996 Trex has invented, defined and perfected the composite deck 
category, becoming the world’s #1 brand of wood alternative decking products.

1996: NEW IDEA 2010: THE GAME-CHANGER

Trex develops innovative wood polymer 
composite made from plastic film and reclaimed 
wood otherwise headed for landfill.

Trex Transcend creates revolutionary deck 
product, reinventing the decking industry.

Trex composite decking adds new 
colours, styles and enhanced wood 
grains to the range.

Trex evolves to offer a full outdoor 
living system with full range of 
complementary products.

EARLY 2000S: EVOLUTION NOW & NEXT: MORE

Never content to settle, Trex continues 
to make strides in outdoor living, melding  
innovation with environmental responsibility  
and beautiful form with function.
 

The company formed in 1996 through the buyout 
of a division of Mobil Corporation, and went public 
in 1999. Today, Trex offers the industry’s widest 
array of high-performance composite products, 
which are available in more than 40 countries 
around the world.
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Looks good, does good

Trex decking offers a truly environmentally responsible choice. The entire line-up of 
high-performance Trex decking is made from more than 95 per cent recycled materials, 
including reclaimed sawdust from woodworking operations and recycled plastic film 
from commercial packaging and common household items.

Keeping it green

In its 25-year history, 
Trex has never felled a single 
tree to make its deck boards

Trex was the first company in the wood-
alternative decking industry to receive an 

International Code Council Evaluation Service 
‘SAVE Verification for Recycled Content’

The company uses some of the most 
earth-friendly manufacturing processes 

in the USA, reclaiming factory waste and 
eliminating the use of harmful chemicals

Every year Trex saves over 
360,000 tonnes of wood 

scrap and plastic film from 
going to landfill

Request your Trex® composite decking sample pack at www.arbordeck.co.uk 7



Gravel Path Island Mist

Lava RockTiki Torch

Spiced Rum

A range for every budget
Your dream deck made real

Elevated aesthetics paired with the highest level of performance. Page 10

10
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Priced to put the pressure on timber decking. Page 28

Foggy WharfRocky Harbor

Calm WaterToasted Sand

Clam ShellSaddle

A range for every budget

The beauty of wood with the ease of composite. Page 22

Request your Trex® composite decking sample pack at www.arbordeck.co.uk 9



Transcend® is the original best-selling range providing elevated aesthetics 
with the highest level of performance. 

It combines the heaviest grade Trex shell with scratch-resistant properties 
and the strongest solid board, delivering unparalleled strength and stability. 
It provides the ultimate deck solution which outperforms, outlasts and 
outdecks all others.

Available in five fabulous, nature inspired colours, including contemporary 
monochromatic solid colours alongside tropical streaked hues.

Performance Trex warranty Board types

Grooved
board

Square
boards

3.66m
lengths

4.88m
lengths

Fascia
board

available

Scratch 
resistant

Superior
strength

Gravel path Island Mist Spiced Rum Tiki Torch Lava Rock

Elevated aesthetics paired with 
the highest level of performance

Our autograph range
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Lava Rock

Installed by: Composite Decking Lifestyles

Gravel Path with 
Island Mist 

border



Order your sample: 
arbordeck.co.uk/trex-sample-request

This calm, silvery shade mimics 
the natural look and feel of aged 
tropical hardwood.

Island Mist

Colours are as accurate as the print process will allow. 
Actual colours may vary from photos and variations may 
exist between individual boards and railing products. 
Please view a sample before placing an order.

Outdoor Living Collection12



Island Mist with 
Calm Water border.
As featured on Kirstie and 

Phil’s Love It or List It.

Image courtesy of Raise 
the Roof Productions.

Installed by: SB Decking



Order your sample: 
arbordeck.co.uk/trex-sample-request

A warm, earthy shade featuring 
striking rich, reddish-brown 
hardwood streaking.

Tiki Torch

Colours are as accurate as the print process will allow. 
Actual colours may vary from photos and variations may 
exist between individual boards and railing products. 
Please view a sample before placing an order.
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Installed by: Wirral Decking Company



Order your sample: 
arbordeck.co.uk/trex-sample-request

Reddish-black hardwood streaking 
creates a deep and evocative setting 
for long, hot summer barbecues.

Lava Rock

Colours are as accurate as the print process will allow. 
Actual colours may vary from photos and variations may 
exist between individual boards and railing products. 
Please view a sample before placing an order.
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Order your sample: 
arbordeck.co.uk/trex-sample-request

The warm umber hue feels rich 
and earthy, adding a touch of the 
Caribbean to any home.

Spiced Rum

Colours are as accurate as the print process will allow. 
Actual colours may vary from photos and variations may 
exist between individual boards and railing products. 
Please view a sample before placing an order.
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Order your sample: 
arbordeck.co.uk/trex-sample-request

The pristine grey of a period 
carriage path creates a perfect 
Colonial look.

Gravel Path

Colours are as accurate as the print process will allow. 
Actual colours may vary from photos and variations may 
exist between individual boards and railing products. 
Please view a sample before placing an order.
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The Enhance® Naturals range provides the beauty of 
wood with the ease of composite at an affordable price.
 
This range includes four multi-tonal streaked colours.

Solid
core

Foggy WharfRocky Harbor Toasted SandCalm Water

Great looks, 
reliable performance

The beauty of wood with 
the ease of composite

Performance Trex warranty Board types

Grooved
board

Square
boards

3.66m
lengths

4.88m
lengths

Fascia
board

available
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Foggy Wharf

Foggy Wharf with 
Island Mist 

picture frame

Installed by: Simon Thomas Deck & Design



Order your sample: 
arbordeck.co.uk/trex-sample-request

Natural weathered timber 
with dark multi-tonal streaks.

Rocky Harbor

Colours are as accurate as the print process will allow. 
Actual colours may vary from photos and variations may 
exist between individual boards and railing products. 
Please view a sample before placing an order.
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A contemporary dark charcoal 
with multi-tonal streaks.

Calm Water

Order your sample: 
arbordeck.co.uk/trex-sample-request

Colours are as accurate as the print process will allow. 
Actual colours may vary from photos and variations may 
exist between individual boards and railing products. 
Please view a sample before placing an order.



Order your sample: 
arbordeck.co.uk/trex-sample-request

A dark sandy brown with 
multi-tonal dark streaks.

Toasted Sand

Colours are as accurate as the print process will allow. 
Actual colours may vary from photos and variations may 
exist between individual boards and railing products. 
Please view a sample before placing an order.

26



A light grey with a bluey hue 
and multi-tonal dark streaks.

Foggy Wharf

Order your sample: 
arbordeck.co.uk/trex-sample-request

Colours are as accurate as the print process will allow. 
Actual colours may vary from photos and variations may 
exist between individual boards and railing products. 
Please view a sample before placing an order.



Solid
core

Priced to put the 
pressure on timber

Performance Trex warranty Board types

Grooved
board

Square
boards

3.66m
lengths

4.88m
lengths

Fascia
board

available

The durability of 
composite with the 
affordability of timber
The Enhance® Basics range provides the perfect pairing 
of price and minimal maintenance, and is available in 
two attractive monochromatic colours.
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A monochromatic solid dark grey.

Clam Shell

A dark sandy monochromatic brown.

Saddle

Order your sample: 
arbordeck.co.uk/trex-sample-request

Colours are as accurate as the print process will allow. 
Actual colours may vary from photos and variations may 
exist between individual boards and railing products. 
Please view a sample before placing an order.



Leading wooden decking products manufactured 
from only the best slow-grown timber.
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A certified supply chain

Arbor Forest Products is a founder member of Forests Forever, 
the environmental voice of the timber industry, and we work closely 
with both FSC® (FSC-C013579) and PEFC™. 

We’re proud to be one of a handful of manufacturers to offer a full Chain 
of Custody Certified decking system which provides complete traceability, 
ensuring that all our products come from well-managed sources.

Beautiful by nature
The complete timber decking system

We’ve been manufacturing 
Arbordeck® softwood decking 
for over 25 years, so we truly 
are the decking experts.

The Arbordeck collection includes a wide range of 
options, from smooth and grooved softwood deck 
boards, enhanced grip boards, joists and a wide selection 
of balustrades: whether traditional or contemporary, 
Arbordeck has the decking products to suit.

31



 

Years of enjoyment
Sustainability is more than using materials that are from a sustainable source, 
it’s also providing a deck that will look good for years to come.
This is why we only use quality European timbers from northern latitudes, where the wood fibres 
offer a closely packed structure and increased strength and stability. We also treat all the softwood 
products in our Arbordeck range with an advanced preservative to keep your deck in top condition, 
even the components you don’t see when your deck is complete.

Designed 
for your lifestyle
Decking solutions as unique as you are

Decking is not only practical and cost-effective: 
well-designed decking can add real value to 
your lifestyle. Clever changes of board direction, 
mixing smooth and grooved boards, introducing 
multiple deck levels, creating shapes, careful 

selection of balustrade style or the addition 
of design features such as rope and deck  
planters will create an individual design 
statement. The creative options are endless!
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You can be assured of quality and longevity with 
all Arbordeck® enhanced grip decking, which 
comply with BS7979-2: 2002 by meeting the 
HSE's recommendation for low-slip potential. 

The range is designed to stand the test of time. 
Softwood products, machined from high quality, 
slow-grown joinery timbers are treated to 
protect against rotting and insect attack.

Safety first
with low-slip enhanced grip decking

ArborGrip by Arbordeck® offers a range of solutions for areas requiring extra grip properties, such 
as steps and ramps, or even for a complete deck - particularly useful for high-traffic environments 
such as schools. 

33



Elevate your outdoor space with our carefully 
selected range of complementary products.

Outdoor living
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Trex® Outdoor Furniture™
Stylish, comfortable and durable outdoor furniture

Trex® Outdoor Kitchens™
Luxury outdoor kitchens - beautiful and durable 
Page 38

Trex® Outdoor Lighting™
Take your outdoor space from invisible to inviting
Page 36

ArborFence
Low maintenance exterior fencing 
with an attractive finish
Page 46

ArborRail
High-quality railing options 
to suit any taste and budget
Page 41

ArborClad
Low maintenance and long 
lasting composite cladding
Page 44

Trex Signature® Railing™
Contemporary aluminium deck rails 
that complement your surroundings
Page 40

COMING SOON



Lights. 
Camera. 
Action.

Extend your 
outdoor living 
into the evening
Let Trex lighting take your outdoor space from 
invisible to inviting. From stairs to railing posts 
to deck perimeters, Trex® Outdoor LightingTM 
combines effective ambient lighting with 
energy-efficient technology. 
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STAIR RISER LIGHT

BEAUTIFUL AND FUNCTIONAL
• A variety of colours to complement any space 

• Out of sight during the day, beautiful light at night 

• Options to suit any deck

• Increases the safety of surfaces and stairways

HIGH PERFORMANCE
• Energy-efficient LEDs for long-lasting illumination

• Weather-proof and salt-air resistant

• Total lighting control via timer and optional 
dimmer with remote

TREX® QUALITY THROUGH AND THROUGH
• Part of a complete Trex® package

• Trex LightHub® ‘snap and go’ connection system 
makes set-up simple

• Suitable for new decks or retrofits

• Protected under warranty

RECESSED DECK LIGHT

POST CAP LIGHT

Request your Trex® composite decking sample pack at www.arbordeck.co.uk 37





Trex® Outdoor 
KitchensTM

Take your outdoor 
space to the next level 

Designed to seamlessly combine form and function, 
these high quality stainless steel cabinets complement 
the look and feel of the great outdoors and make the 
ideal addition to Trex composite decking. 

Our kitchen cabinetry for outdoor living space uses a 
frameless style designed with plenty of storage and to 
accommodate outdoor kitchen appliances, regardless 
of brand – including grills, refrigerators, sinks, smokers, 
side burners, bar stations, kegerators, and wine coolers.

Trex kitchen components go beyond the norm of 
old-fashioned outdoor stone and stucco BBQs with 
unusable storage, making your outdoor space a 
truly one-of-a-kind outdoor entertainment experience.

Ash Grey

Anthracite

Pearl Blue

Juniper

Colours are as accurate as the print process will allow. 
Actual colours may vary from photos and variations may 
exist between individual boards and railing products. 
Please view a sample before placing an order.

• High-end stainless steel cabinets

• Dozens of cabinet styles in hundreds of sizes

• Weather-resilient powder-coated woodgrains and colours

• Built to withstand harsh outdoor elements

• Minimal maintenance for maximum enjoyment 
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Trex Signature® 
Railing

Think sleek, contemporary aluminium 
deck rails that blend perfectly into 
your surroundings. Trex Signature® 
Railing combines effortless style with 
exceptional strength.

• Minimal and contemporary look 

• Powder-coated aluminium 

• Near-zero maintenance 

• 25 year limited warranty supported by Trex Company

• Available in bronze, black or white

Effortless style, exceptional strength

Installed by: Beams and Braces
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Stainless steel and 
glass railing system

Timeless design combined with contemporary 
clean lines. The ideal ArborRail choice when 
you want to make a statement.

• Functionality, quality and style 

• Quick and easy to install

• Suitable for indoor and outdoor use

• Almost unlimited options

A true design statement

Request your Trex® composite decking sample pack at www.arbordeck.co.uk 41



Easy aluminium 
glass railing system

Attractively priced and offered 
in three convenient ordering 
options: ready-to-install modules, 
and prefabricated or standard 
single components.

• Ready-to-install modules 

• Anthracite Grey (RAL 7016 matt textured) 

• Can be RAL matched to any other colour 
as a bespoke option

• Glass mounting is simple and straightforward

Budget-friendly, high quality
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Fully frameless
system
A masterclass in innovation

A fully frameless glass balustrade system 
that can work with thicker glass. The base 
channels include an innovative adjustable 
system which allows you to align and 
secure the glass with simple sliding and 
turning movements.

• Align individual glass panels by up to 1.2° 
from the vertical

• The adjustable system gives direct feedback in the 
form of indication points and confirming ‘clicks’ 
when installed correctly

• Suitable for glass thicknesses of 12mm and 21.52mm

Request your Trex® composite decking sample pack at www.arbordeck.co.uk 43



ArborClad 
composite cladding
Durable alternative to timber cladding
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Amber

Stone

Smoke

ArborClad combines the warmth of 
wood with the low-maintenance and 
long-lasting benefits of composite. 
Available in four colours with an 
attractive wood-grain surface finish.

• Never needs to be sealed, 
stained or painted

• Splinter free and crack resistant

• Weather-resistant

• Outperforms wood alternatives 
on fade resistance

• No issues with warping

• No need to maintain or replace

• 15 year residential warranty*

Colours are as accurate as the print process will allow. 
Actual colours may vary from photos and variations may 
exist between individual boards. Please view a sample 
before placing an order.

*Manufacturer warranty is subject to terms and 
conditions, contact us for full details.

Anthracite

Request your Trex® composite decking sample pack at www.arbordeck.co.uk 45



ArborFence
composite fencing
Low maintenance exterior fencing
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Combining an attractive finish with 
95 per cent recycled wood and plastic 
material, ArborFence is low maintenance 
yet long lasting, and offers the ideal 
solution for high quality exterior fencing. 

• Never needs to be sealed, 
stained or painted

• Splinter free and crack resistant

• Weather-resistant

• Outperforms wood alternatives 
on fade resistance

• No issues with warping

• No need to maintain or replace

• 15 year residential warranty*

Dark
Brown

Light 
Grey

Dark
Grey

Colours are as accurate as the print process will allow. 
Actual colours may vary from photos and variations may 
exist between individual boards. Please view a sample 
before placing an order.

*Manufacturer warranty is subject to terms and 
conditions, contact us for full details.

Request your Trex® composite decking sample pack at www.arbordeck.co.uk 47



Flexibility and guaranteed 
quality for every project.

Added extras
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ELEVATE YOUR
LIVING SPACE

Expand your outdoor living space with the innovative Trex®
RainEscape® Deck Drainage System

Trex RainEscape is a unique product that enables you to create an indoor style living 
space, outdoors.

Its unique design drains water away from your deck allowing the area below to be dry 
and safe from the elements. The revolutionary system is easy to install on any new deck. 
It can even be installed on an existing deck by lifting the boards before installation.

Once the Trex RainEscape Deck Drainage System is installed, utilities such as electrical
wiring and gas lines can be added, then covered with the ceiling of your choice.

|   See page 30 for more information   |

Expands your outdoor living space

Protects the space below your deck 
from rain, sun and other elements

Protects your floor joists from moisture

Simple three-step installation process

The troughs and
downspouts are
installed under
the deck

These effectively
drain water away
from the deck

Bringing the
comforts of the
indoors outside

9.1.18. 2257.17 2018 LIFESTYLE BROCHURE_TREX_48pg.qxp_Layout 1  05/03/2018  10:44  Page 27
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Its unique design drains water away from your deck, 
keeping the area below dry and safe from the elements. 
The revolutionary system is easy to install on any new 
deck, it can even be installed on an existing deck by 
lifting the boards before installation.

Once the Trex® RainEscape® deck drainage system 
is installed, utilities such as electrical wiring and gas 
lines can be added, then covered with the ceiling of 
your choice.

• Expands your outdoor living space

• Protects the space below your deck 
from rain, sun and other elements 

• Protects your floor joists from moisture

• Simple three-step installation process

Trex® 
RainEscape®

Create an indoor style living space outdoors

The troughs 
and downspouts 

are installed under 
the deck

These effectively 
drain water away 

from the deck

Bringing the 
comforts of the 

indoors, outdoors

Request your Trex® composite decking sample pack at www.arbordeck.co.uk 49



The ArborJoist recycled plastic sub-frame 
system is the ideal partner for your deck. It 
provides a fit-for-purpose foundation that 
will last for many years, giving you peace 
of mind that your Trex deck will continue 
to look good and be maintenance free.

• Strong, durable and maintenance free

• Smooth splinter-free finish for easy 
handling and installation 

• Weather-proof and decay resistant

• Environmentally friendly and recyclable   

• 20 year guarantee*

Support systems
A sub-frame solution that’s accessible, 
reliable and easy to work with

*When installed in accordance with the manufacturers recommendations.

Fit and forget
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A versatile range of telescopically adjustable 
pedestals to achieve a perfectly level surface

Adjustable height support pedestals to lift 
decking off the sub-layer to improve drainage 
and reduce surface ponding and slip hazards. 
The support joist is held securely on the 
headpiece between positioning lugs with 
decking boards attached to create strong, 
stable decking systems. 

• Options from 7mm - 380mm 

• Ideal for paving slabs and all types of decking 

• Suspended system 

• Millimetre-precise adjustability 

• Superior quality virgin fibre polypropylene

• Weight tolerance over one tonne 

• Withstands sub-zero temperature

ArborPad pedestal supports

Request your Trex® composite decking sample pack at www.arbordeck.co.uk 51



Trex Protect Joist and Beam tape is 
a self-adhesive butyl tape designed to 
protect the top of your timber joist or 
beam. This prevents moisture ingress 
that can lead to joist rot and loosening 
of the deck screws and fasteners.

A simple to use solution. Apply to 
cuts or notches made to softwood 
timber to maintain the integrity of 
the preservative treatment.

End coat preservative 
for timbers cut on-site

• Readily available  

• Adequate strength  c

• Relatively low permeability to water

• Environmentally sustainable material

• Easy to use

• Value for money

Rain, snow and 
ice seep in around 

the fasteners, 
encouraging 

wood rot.

Trex® ProtectTM 
seals around all 

fasteners, inhibiting 
moisture.

The 
smart way

Accessible, reliable and easy to work with

Joist and Beam tape

The 
old way

Outdoor Living Collection    01469 535 415  trex@arborforestproducts.co.uk52



Trex® Universal Fixing Clip offers a screwless 
finish, is quick and easy to install, and enables 
access to the subframe.

Trex® fixings
Flexibility for every project
The Trex® range of fixing accessories has been selected to provide flexibility for each and every 
project, with a choice of fixings to suit a range of different uses and applications. They are designed 
to match the superior performance of Trex® decking and to ensure an easy installation whether you 
decide on a traditional face fix or a screwless finish.

Trex® Starter Clip offers a screwless finihs, 
is quick and easy to install, and enables 
access tot he subframe.

A superior easy-to-install plug fastening system 
for an invisible face fix with a timber substructure. 
The system includes epoxy coated carbon steel 
screws, a colour matched deck plug to provide an 
invisible finish and a PVC tool which drives screws 
to the correct depth without stripping the screw 
recess or damaging the deck board surface.  
(Trex Transcend only)

These colour match screws are designed to 
accommodate the expansion and contraction 
that can occur with fascia boards. They are 
installed using the pre-drilling fascia tool.

The pre-drilling Deckfast® tool creates an 
over-sized hole for the fascia screw, so that 
the fascia board hangs from the screw and 
can expand and contract without putting 
a large amount of force on the fastener.

PVC tool which drives screws to the correct 
depth without stripping the screw recess or 
damaging the deck board surface.

The FastenMaster® Composite Deck  
Screw creates the ultimate finished look 
in composite decking boards, offering 
strip-out resistance, anti-fade resistance 
and a clean, finished look. 

Trex® square-edge boards require traditional 
screws for installation. However, a Trex Hideaway 
groove cutter can be used to route a groove into 
the side of any traditional board to accommodate 
the hidden fastening system. This is ideal for 
starter boards and steps.

Universal Clip Starter Clip

FastenMaster® TrapEase 
3 Composite Deck Screw

Trex® Router Tool

Starborn® Deckfast® 
Fascia System

Starborn® Pro Plug® 
Tool for Decking

Starborn® Deckfast® 
Fascia Tool  

Starborn® Pro Plug® System 
for PVC & Composite
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Order the right products for the  
job using our specification guide. 

Specifications

54

Gravel Path

Island Mist

Spiced Rum

Tiki Torch

Lava Rock

PRODUCT BOARD LENGTH DIMENSIONS QUANTITY PRODUCT CODE [SINGLE BOARD]

Grooved
3.66m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 25m2 gTRGBNGP366P gTRGBNGP366

4.88m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 33m2 gTRGBNGP488P gTRGBNGP488

Square

3.66m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 25m2 gTRSBNGP366P gTRSBNGP366

4.88m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 33m2 gTRSBNGP488P gTRSBNGP488

Fascia 3.66m 14mm x 184mm 60 - 31m2 gTRF1NGP366P gTRF1NGP366

Grooved
3.66m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 25m2 gTRGBIM366P gTRGBIM366

4.88m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 33m2 gTRGBIM488P gTRGBIM488

Square
3.66m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 25m2 gTRSBIM366P gTRSBIM366

4.88m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 33m2 gTRSBIM488P gTRSBIM488

Fascia 3.66m 14mm x 184mm 60 - 31m2 gTRF1IM366P gTRF1IM366

Grooved
3.66m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 25m2 gTRGBSR366P gTRGBSR366

4.88m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 33m2 gTRGBSR488P gTRGBSR488

Square
3.66m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 25m2 gTRSBSR366P gTRSBSR366

4.88m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 33m2 gTRSBSR488P gTRSBSR488

Fascia 3.66m 14mm x 184mm 60 - 31m2 gTRF1SR366P gTRF1SR366

Grooved
3.66m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 25m2 gTRGBTT366P gTRGBTT366

4.88m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 33m2 gTRGBTT488P gTRGBTT488

Square
3.66m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 25m2 gTRSBTT366P gTRSBTT366

4.88m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 33m2 gTRSBTT488P gTRSBTT488

Fascia 3.66m 14mm x 184mm 60 - 31m2 gTRF1TT366P gTRF1TT366

Grooved
3.66m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 25m2 gTRGBLR366P gTRGBLR366

4.88m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 33m2 gTRGBLR488P gTRGBLR488

Square
3.66m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 25m2 gTRSBLR366P gTRSBLR366

4.88m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 33m2 gTRSBLR488P gTRSBLR488

Fascia 3.66m 14mm x 184mm 60 - 31m2 gTRF1LR366P gTRF1LR366

Trex® Outdoor Furniture™ 
coming soon 
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SPECIFICATION  |  Trex Transcend®

For more information on the products shown below please see pages 10-21

Gravel Path

Island Mist

Spiced Rum

Tiki Torch

Lava Rock

PRODUCT BOARD LENGTH DIMENSIONS QUANTITY PRODUCT CODE [SINGLE BOARD]

Grooved
3.66m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 25m2 gTRGBNGP366P gTRGBNGP366

4.88m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 33m2 gTRGBNGP488P gTRGBNGP488

Square

3.66m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 25m2 gTRSBNGP366P gTRSBNGP366

4.88m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 33m2 gTRSBNGP488P gTRSBNGP488

Fascia 3.66m 14mm x 184mm 60 - 31m2 gTRF1NGP366P gTRF1NGP366

Grooved
3.66m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 25m2 gTRGBIM366P gTRGBIM366

4.88m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 33m2 gTRGBIM488P gTRGBIM488

Square
3.66m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 25m2 gTRSBIM366P gTRSBIM366

4.88m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 33m2 gTRSBIM488P gTRSBIM488

Fascia 3.66m 14mm x 184mm 60 - 31m2 gTRF1IM366P gTRF1IM366

Grooved
3.66m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 25m2 gTRGBSR366P gTRGBSR366

4.88m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 33m2 gTRGBSR488P gTRGBSR488

Square
3.66m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 25m2 gTRSBSR366P gTRSBSR366

4.88m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 33m2 gTRSBSR488P gTRSBSR488

Fascia 3.66m 14mm x 184mm 60 - 31m2 gTRF1SR366P gTRF1SR366

Grooved
3.66m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 25m2 gTRGBTT366P gTRGBTT366

4.88m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 33m2 gTRGBTT488P gTRGBTT488

Square
3.66m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 25m2 gTRSBTT366P gTRSBTT366

4.88m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 33m2 gTRSBTT488P gTRSBTT488

Fascia 3.66m 14mm x 184mm 60 - 31m2 gTRF1TT366P gTRF1TT366

Grooved
3.66m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 25m2 gTRGBLR366P gTRGBLR366

4.88m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 33m2 gTRGBLR488P gTRGBLR488

Square
3.66m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 25m2 gTRSBLR366P gTRSBLR366

4.88m 25mm x 140mm 48 - 33m2 gTRSBLR488P gTRSBLR488

Fascia 3.66m 14mm x 184mm 60 - 31m2 gTRF1LR366P gTRF1LR366
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ALSO AVAILABLE

SPECIFICATION  |  Trex Enhance® Naturals 
For more information on the products shown below please see pages 22-27

Rocky Harbor

Foggy Wharf

Toasted Sand

Calm Water

Clam Shell

Saddle

PRODUCT BOARD LENGTH DIMENSIONS QUANTITY PRODUCT CODE [SINGLE BOARD]

Grooved
3.66m 25mm x 140mm 56 - 29m2 gTRGBRH366P gTRGBRH366

4.88m 25mm x 140mm 56 - 39m2 gTRGBRH488P gTRGBRH488

Square

3.66m 25mm x 140mm 56 - 29m2 gTRSBRH366P gTRSBRH366

4.88m 25mm x 140mm 56 - 39m2 gTRSBRH488P gTRSBRH488

Fascia 3.66m 14mm x 184mm 60 - 31m2 gTRF1RH366P gTRF1RH366

Grooved
3.66m 25mm x 140mm 56 - 29m2 gTRGBFW366P gTRGBFW366

4.88m 25mm x 140mm 56 - 39m2 gTRGBFW488P gTRGBFW488

Square
3.66m 25mm x 140mm 56 - 29m2 gTRSBFW366P gTRSBFW366

4.88m 25mm x 140mm 56 - 39m2 gTRSBFW488P gTRSBFW488

Fascia 3.66m 14mm x 184mm 60 - 31m2 gTRF1FW366P gTRF1FW366

Grooved
3.66m 25mm x 140mm 56 - 29m2 gTRGBTS366P gTRGBTS366

4.88m 25mm x 140mm 56 - 39m2 gTRGBTS488P gTRGBTS488

Square
3.66m 25mm x 140mm 56 - 29m2 gTRSBTS366P gTRSBTS366

4.88m 25mm x 140mm 56 - 39m2 gTRSBTS488P gTRSBTS488

Fascia 3.66m 14mm x 184mm 60 - 31m2 gTRF1TS366P gTRF1TS366

Grooved
3.66m 25mm x 140mm 56 - 29m2 gTRGBCW366P gTRGBCW366

4.88m 25mm x 140mm 56 - 39m2 gTRGBCW488P gTRGBCW488

Square
3.66m 25mm x 140mm 56 - 29m2 gTRSBCW366P gTRSBCW366

4.88m 25mm x 140mm 56 - 39m2 gTRSBCW488P gTRSBCW488

Fascia 3.66m 14mm x 184mm 60 - 31m2 gTRF1CW366P gTRF1CW366

PRODUCT BOARD LENGTH DIMENSIONS QUANTITY PRODUCT CODE [SINGLE BOARD]

Grooved
3.66m 25mm x 140mm 56 - 29m2 gTRGBCS366P gTRGBCS366

4.88m 25mm x 140mm 56 - 39m2 gTRGBCS488P gTRGBCS488

Square

3.66m 25mm x 140mm 56 - 29m2 gTRSBCS366P gTRSBCS366

4.88m 25mm x 140mm 56 - 39m2 gTRSBCS488P gTRSBCS488

Fascia 3.66m 14mm x 184mm 60 - 31m2 gTRF1CS366P gTRF1CS366

Grooved
3.66m 25mm x 140mm 56 - 29m2 gTRGBSD366P gTRGBSD366

4.88m 25mm x 140mm 56 - 39m2 gTRGBSD488P gTRGBSD488

Square
3.66m 25mm x 140mm 56 - 29m2 gTRSBSD366P gTRSBSD366

4.88m 25mm x 140mm 56 - 39m2 gTRSBSD488P gTRSBSD488

Fascia 3.66m 14mm x 184mm 60 - 31m2 gTRF1SD366P gTRF1SD366

BOARD LENGTH DIMENSIONS QUANTITY PRODUCT CODE [SINGLE BOARD]

Fascia 3.66m 14mm x 184mm 60 - 31m2 gTRF1WW366P gTRF1WW366

UNIVERSAL WHITE FASCIA
Universal White Fascia for a crisp, clean finish to your deck.
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SPECIFICATION  |  Trex Enhance® Basics 
For more information on the products shown below please see pages 28-29

SPECIFICATION  |  Trex® RainEscape®

Clam Shell

Saddle

For more information on the products shown below please see page 49

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION LENGTH DIMENSIONS QUANTITY PRODUCT CODE

RainEscape® 
down spout

Installed at the end of the joists  
to create a drainage system
Warranty: 20 years

-

254mm high x 
304.8mm deep 
x 406.4mm 
wide

1 gTRREDP

RainEscape® 
trough

Installed between the joists  
to create a drainage system
Warranty: 20 years

3660mm 500mm 1 gTRRET366

4880mm 500mm 1 gTRRET488

RainEscape® 
waterproof 
butyl caulk

Used to seal and waterproof 
seams and perimeter of the deck
Warranty: 20 years

- - 1 gTRRECAU

RainEscape® 
waterproof 
tape

Used to cover overlapping layers of 
trough and seal around fasteners
Warranty: 20 years

1524mm 102mm 1 gTRRETAP

RainEscape® 
post flash

Seals railing post to the top 
of the RainEscape system
Warranty: 20 years

- 102mm 
x 102mm 1 gTRREPFL

RainEscape® 
wall flash

Self-adhesive flashing that helps protect 
against moisture,  keeps harmful rain 
and snow from building up
Warranty: 20 years

7600mm 3.2mm 
x 25.4mm 1 gTRREWF

PRODUCT BOARD LENGTH DIMENSIONS QUANTITY PRODUCT CODE [SINGLE BOARD]

Grooved
3.66m 25mm x 140mm 56 - 29m2 gTRGBCS366P gTRGBCS366

4.88m 25mm x 140mm 56 - 39m2 gTRGBCS488P gTRGBCS488

Square

3.66m 25mm x 140mm 56 - 29m2 gTRSBCS366P gTRSBCS366

4.88m 25mm x 140mm 56 - 39m2 gTRSBCS488P gTRSBCS488

Fascia 3.66m 14mm x 184mm 60 - 31m2 gTRF1CS366P gTRF1CS366

Grooved
3.66m 25mm x 140mm 56 - 29m2 gTRGBSD366P gTRGBSD366

4.88m 25mm x 140mm 56 - 39m2 gTRGBSD488P gTRGBSD488

Square
3.66m 25mm x 140mm 56 - 29m2 gTRSBSD366P gTRSBSD366

4.88m 25mm x 140mm 56 - 39m2 gTRSBSD488P gTRSBSD488

Fascia 3.66m 14mm x 184mm 60 - 31m2 gTRF1SD366P gTRF1SD366

UNIVERSAL WHITE FASCIA
Universal White Fascia for a crisp, clean finish to your deck.
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SPECIFICATION  |  Trex Signature® Railing
Available in black (B), bronze (BZ) and white (WT)  For more information on the products shown below please see page 40

PRODUCT DETAILS COLOUR DIMENSIONS QUANTITY PRODUCT CODE

Trex Signature 
Post with Cap 
and Skirt

Horizontal B | BZ | WT 1090mm height 
x 63mm x 63mm 1 gTRSHPXX

Stair B | BZ | WT 1340mm height 
x 63mm x 63mm 1 gTRSSPXX

Crossover bracket B | BZ | WT 1090mm height 
x 63mm x 63mm 1 gTRSHXPXX

Trex Signature 
Crossover 
Swivel Bracket

Works with stair post B | BZ | WT - 1 gTRSSWXXX

Trex Signature 
Rail Kit with 
Square Balusters

Horizontal B | BZ | WT 1060mm height x 
1820mm x 45mm 1 gTRSRKHXX

Stair B | BZ | WT 1060mm height x 
1820mm x 45mm 1 gTRSRKSXX

Trex Signature 
Adjustable Gate

- B | BZ | WT 1060mm height x 
1219mm x 79mm 1 gTRSGTXX

- B | BZ | WT 1060mm height x 
1219mm x 79mm 1 gTRSGTXX

Trex Signature Gate 
Hardware Pack

Two adjustable 
self-closing hinges, 
one locking hasp

B - 1 gTRSGTHAXX

Trex Signature 
Aluminium Plate 
and Hardware Kit

To be used for fixing 
post to deck - - 1 gTRSAP

Trex Signature 
Extra Fixed 
Bracket Set

Horizontal B | BZ | WT - 4 gTRSFBHXX

Square B | BZ | WT - 4 gTRSFBSXX

Trex Signature 
Swivel Bracket Set

Horizontal B | BZ | WT - 2 gTRSSBHXX

Square B | BZ | WT - 2 gTRSSBSXX

Trex Signature 
foot block

- B | BZ - 1 gTRSFBXX

- B | BZ - 1 gTRSFBXX

Trex Signature 
Touch Up Pen

- B | BZ | WT - 1 gTRSPENXX

- B | BZ | WT - 1 gTRSPENXX

Dark Grey

Trex® Outdoor Furniture™ 
coming soon 
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SPECIFICATION  |  ArborFence
For more information on the products shown below please see pages 46-47

PRODUCT COLOUR DIMENSIONS QUANTITY PRODUCT CODE

5pc Fence Panels 
with Top
Pack 1/2

Dark Grey 1730mm width x 150mm x 20mm 
Top panel 1730mm x 160mm x 20mm 30 gAFDG5PC

Light Grey 1730mm width x 150mm x 20mm 
Top panel 1730mm x 160mm x 20mm 30 gAFLG5PC

Dark Brown 1730mm width x 150mm x 20mm 
Top panel 1730mm x 160mm x 20mm 30 gAFDB5PC

6pc Fence Panels 
Pack 2/2

Dark Grey 1730mm length x 150mm x 20mm 30 gAFDG6PC

Light Grey 1730mm length x 150mm x 20mm 30 gAFLG6PC

Dark Brown 1730mm length x 150mm x 20mm 30 gAFDB6PC

Composite Post with 
3pc Strips 
Pack 1/2

Dark Grey 2500mm length x 100mm2 60 gAFDGCP

Light Grey 2500mm length x 100mm2 60 gAFLGCP

Dark Brown 2500mm length x 100mm2 60 gAFDBCP

Composite Post Cap 
Pack 2/2

Dark Grey 110mm2 x 43mm 36 gAFDGCC

Light Grey 110mm2 x 43mm 36 gAFLGCC

Dark Brown 110mm2 x 43mm 36 gAFDBCC

Dark Grey Light grey Dark Brown
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SPECIFICATION  |  ArborClad
For more information on the products shown below please see pages 44-45

PRODUCT COLOUR LENGTH DIMENSIONS FINISH QUANTITY PRODUCT CODE

ArborClad 
Tongue and 
Grooved

Anthracite 3.6m 21mm x 156mm Solid 1 gACACTGS36

Anthracite 3.6m 21mm x 156mm Solid 140 gACACTGS36P

Stone 3.6m 21mm x 156mm Solid 1 gACSTTGS36

Stone 3.6m 21mm x 156mm Solid 140 gACSTTGS36P

Amber 3.6m 21mm x 156mm Variegated 1 gACAMTGV36

Amber 3.6m 21mm x 156mm Variegated 140 gACAMTGV36P

Smoke 3.6m 21mm x 156mm Variegated 1 gACSMTGV36

Smoke 3.6m 21mm x 156mm Variegated 140 gACSMTGV36P

ArborClad 
L Trim

Anthracite 3.6m 65mm x 65mm Solid 1 gACACLTS36

Anthracite 3.6m 65mm x 65mm Solid 10 gACACLTS36P

Stone 3.6m 65mm x 65mm Solid 1 gACSTLTS36

Stone 3.6m 65mm x 65mm Solid 10 gACSTLTS36P

Amber 3.6m 65mm x 65mm Variegated 1 gACAMLTV36

Amber 3.6m 65mm x 65mm Variegated 10 gACAMLTV36P

Smoke 3.6m 65mm x 65mm Variegated 1 gACSMLTV36

Smoke 3.6m 65mm x 65mm Variegated 10 gACSMLTV36P

Cladding 
Screws - - - - 250 

1 x TX15 Drive Bi gACCS250

Starter Clips 
and Screws - - - - 250 

1 x TX15 Drive Bi gACSC250

Anthracite Stone Amber Smoke
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SPECIFICATION  |  Support System
For more information on the products shown below please see pages 50-51

PRODUCT COLOUR LENGTH DIMENSIONS QUANTITY PRODUCT CODE

ArborJoist Recycled 
Plastic Joist

Brown 3000mm 50mm x 50mm 190 gHAB30

Brown 3000mm 50mm x 125mm 56 gHAJ30

Brown 3000mm 100mm x 100mm 50 gHAP30

Pro Head Hex 
Heavyweight Screws

- 100mm 6.3mm x 90mm 100 gTRSCREW100

- 100mm 6.3mm x 90mm 500 gTRSCREW500

PVC Timber 
Decking Pad Black - 7mm 125 gTDP7

Rubber Paving 
Support Pad Black - 9mm 125 gTDP9

Timber Decking 
Minipad

Black - 10mm to 20mm 20 gTDM1022-1
- 1 plate

Black - 10mm to 25mm 20 gTDM1025-2
- 2 plates

Black - 22mm to 30mm 20 gTDM2230

Black - 28mm to 40mm 20 gTDM2840

Adjustable Height 
Pedestals

Black - 35mm to 50mm 25 gFHAP3550

Black - 50mm to 70mm 25 gFHAP5070

Black - 65mm to 100mm 25 gFHAP65100

Black - 95mm to 130mm 25 gFHAP95130

Black - 125mm to 160mm 25 gFHAP125160

Black - 155mm to 190mm 25 gFHAP155190

Black - 185mm to 220mm 25 gFHAP185220

Black - 210mm to 245mm 25 gFHAP210245

Black - 240mm to 275mm 25 gFHAP240275

Black - 270mm to 305mm 25 gFHAP270305

Black - 300mm to 335mm 25 gFHAP300335

Adjustable Extra 
Height Pedestals

Black - 85m to 135mm 25 gFHEAP85135

Black - 125m to 215mm 25 gFHEAP125215

Black - 210m to 380mm 25 gFHEAP210380
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION COLOUR DIMENSIONS QUANTITY PRODUCT CODE

Post Cap 
Light 

Tucked discreetly under the cap, 
post cap lights provide a warm 
downward glow and easy wayfinding
Warranty: 7 years

Black - 1 gTRLIAPCBK

Bronze - 1 gTRLIAPCBZ

White - 1 gTRLIAPCWT

LED Stair Riser 
Lights

Installed into step risers, these lights 
are durable enough to handle years 
of passing foot traffic
Warranty: 7 years

Black - 4 gTRLIRISERBLK

Bronze - 4 gTRLIRISERBZ

White - 4 gTRLIRISERWT

Recessed 
Deck Lights

These subtle dot lights install flush 
on the deck boards to efficiently 
light the way
Warranty: 7 years

- - 4 gTRLIRECESS

Transformer 
30W
- 2.5amp

A high-tech power supply to 
provide years of energy to your 
Trex lighting project
Warranty: 3 years

- - 1 gTRLIRTRANS

Forstner Bit
The perfect tool to drill precise holes 
for Trex recessed deck lighting
Warranty: 3 years

- - 1 gTRLIFORSTNER

6-Way Splitter

The 6-way splitter features six ports 
that connect your power source 
to your lights
Warranty: 3 years

- - 4 gTRLISPLIT

Male Wire Trex lighthub extension cord
Warranty: 3 years

- 1500mm 4 gTRLIMALE5FT

- 6000mm 4 gTRLIMALE20FT

Female-Female 
Adapter

Connect two male extension wires 
with this simple to use adapter
Warranty: 3 years

- - 1 gTRLIFEMALE

SPECIFICATION  |  Trex® Lighting
For more information on the products shown below please see pages 36-37

SPECIFICATION  |  Trex® Protect™

Protect your deck from moisture, and hold screws in place for longer 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION LENGTH DIMENSIONS QUANTITY PRODUCT CODE

TrexTM Protect® 
Joist, Beam & 
Rim Tape

Self-adhesive butyl tape designed 
to protect the rim, the top of your 
joist, and beam from moisture
Warranty: Guaranteed for 
the lifetime of the project

20m 50mm (joist) 1 gTRPRJT

20m 100mm (beam) 1 gTRPRBT

20m 279mm (rim) 1 gTRPRRT

Please note that, Trex® Outdoor KitchensTM, ArborRail Easy Aluminium Glass Railing System, ArborRail 
Steel and Glass Railing System and ArborRail Fully Frameless System are created on an individual basis, 

and are therefore not included in our specification guide. If you’re interested in this product, please get in 
touch with our expert team to find out more and to discuss your unique project requirements.
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SPECIFICATION  |  Fixings
For more information on the products shown below please see page 53

PRODUCT SUBSTRUCTURE BOARD COLOUR LENGTH QUANTITY PRODUCT CODE

Trex® 
Universal 
Clip

Timber Grooved Black 40mm 90 gTRCLIPa

Timber Grooved Black 40mm 900 gTRCLIPBUC

Steel Grooved Black 40mm 90 gTRCLIPc 
- Steel

Aluminium Grooved Black 40mm 90 gTRCLIPe 
- Aluminium

Trex® 
Starter 
Clip

Timber Grooved Stainless Steel
- Black 40mm 36 gTRCLIPb 

Steel Grooved Stainless Steel
- Black 40mm 36 gTRCLIPd 

- Steel

FastenMaster® 
TrapEase 3 
Composite 
Deck Screw

Timber Square Light Brown 63mm 350 gTRSCREW70TH

Timber Square Dark Brown 63mm 350 gTRSCREW70VL

Timber Square Light Grey 63mm 350 gTRSCREW70GP

Timber Square Dark Grey 63mm 350 gTRSCREW70DG

Steel/Aluminium Square IMCS | FW | GP 
LRSR | TSSD | TT 40mm 350 gTRSCRSTEEL40XX

Starborn®  
Pro Plug® 
System 
for PVC & 
Composite

Timber Square GP | IM | LR 
SR | TT

70mm 
(screws)

350 screws 
375 plugs gTRPLGSCRXX

Steel/Aluminium Square GP | IM | LR 
SR | TT

70mm 
(screws)

350 screws 
375 plugs

gTRPLGSCRSTEELXX 
- Steel

Pro Plug® 
- Plug only - Square GP | IM | LR 

SR | TT - 375 plugs gTRFASPROPLUGXX

Starborn® 
Pro Plug® 
Tool for 
Decking

- - - - 1 gTRPROPLUGTOOL

Starborn® 
Deckfast® 
Fascia 
Screw

Timber Fascia
FW | GP | IMCS 
RH | SRLR 
TSSD | TT

48mm 100 gTRFASCRXX

Steel/Aluminium Fascia
FW | GP | IMCS 
RH | SRLR 
TSSD | TT

48mm 100 gTRFASCRSTEELXX
- Steel

Starborn® 
Deckfast® 
Fascia Tool

- - - - 1 gTRFASTOOL

Trex® 
Router 
Tool

- - - - 1 gTRROUTTOOL

Starborn® 
Deckfast® 
Fascia Pro 
Plug Tool

- Fascia - - - gTRFASPPTOOLSET

Trex® 
Starborn® 
Deckfast 
Fascia Pro 
Plug and 
Screw

- Fascia IM | GP | SR | TT 
| LR | WW 48mm 100 screws 

100 plugs gTRFASPROPLUGXX 
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SPECIFICATION  |  Timber decking
For more information on the products shown below please see pages 30-33

PRODUCT LENGTH STANDARD DIMENSIONS FINISHED DIMENSIONS QUANTITY PRODUCT CODE

Treated 
Reversible 
Board

3.6m 25mm x 100mm 20mm x 95mm 154 g025100RDC36

4.8m 25mm x 100mm 20mm x 95mm 154 g025100RDC48

Treated 
Smooth 
and Grooved 
Reversible 
Board

3m 32mm x 125mm 27.5mm x 118mm 252 g032125RED30

3.6m 32mm x 125mm 27.5mm x 118mm 252 g032125RED36

4.2m 32mm x 125mm 27.5mm x 118mm 252 g032125RED42

4.8m 32mm x 125mm 27.5mm x 118mm 252 g032125RED48

5.4m 32mm x 125mm 27.5mm x 118mm 252 g032125RED54

Treated 
Smooth 
and Grooved 
Reversible 
Board

3m 32mm x 150mm 27.5mm x 144mm 154 go32150RE30

3.6m 32mm x 150mm 27.5mm x 144mm 154 go32150RE36

4.2m 32mm x 150mm 27.5mm x 144mm 154 go32150RE42

4.8m 32mm x 150mm 27.5mm x 144mm 154 go32150RE48

5.4m 32mm x 150mm 27.5mm x 144mm 154 go32150RE54

Treated 
Grooved 
and Reeded 
Reversible 
Board

3m 32mm x 150mm 27.5mm x 144mm 196 go32150RE30

3.6m 32mm x 150mm 27.5mm x 144mm 196 go32150RE36

4.2m 32mm x 150mm 27.5mm x 144mm 196 go32150RE42

4.8m 32mm x 150mm 27.5mm x 144mm 196 go32150RE48

5.4m 32mm x 150mm 27.5mm x 144mm 196 go32150RE54

Premium 
Treated 
Smooth 
and Grooved 
Reversible 
Board

3m 38mm x 125mm 33mm x 120mm 144 go38125RE30

3.6m 38mm x 125mm 33mm x 120mm 144 go38125RE36

4.2m 38mm x 125mm 33mm x 120mm 144 go38125RE42

4.8m 38mm x 125mm 33mm x 120mm 144 go38125RE48

5.1m 38mm x 125mm 33mm x 120mm 144 go38125RE51

5.4m 38mm x 125mm 33mm x 120mm 144 go38125RE54

5.7m 38mm x 125mm 33mm x 120mm 144 go38125RE57

PRODUCT LENGTH STANDARD DIMENSIONS FINISHED DIMENSIONS QUANTITY PRODUCT CODE

Treated 
Grooved 
and 
Reeded 
Reversible 
Board

3m 38mm x 125mm 33mm x 120mm 207 go38125RED30

3.6m 38mm x 125mm 33mm x 120mm 207 go38125RED36

4.2m 38mm x 125mm 33mm x 120mm 207 go38125RED42

4.8m 38mm x 125mm 33mm x 120mm 207 go38125RED48

Thinline 
Enhanced
Grip Grooved 
Deck Board

- 38mm x 125mm 28mm x 120mm 1 mrg032125AGG2

Enhanced Grip 
Grooved Deck 
Board

- 38mm x 125mm 33mm x 120mm 1 mrg038125AGG2

Contemporary 4
Smooth Rail/ 
Smooth Deck 
Board

3.6m 38mm x 100mm 33mm x 94mm 4 g038100TR36

4.8m 38mm x 100mm 33mm x 94mm 4 g038100TR48

Contemporary 6
Smooth Rail/ 
Smooth Deck 
Board

3.6m 38mm x 150mm 33mm x 145mm 4 g038150TR36

4.8m 38mm x 150mm 33mm x 145mm 4 g038150TR48

Treated Planed
Support Post 2.4m 100mm x 100mm 94mm x 94mm 1 mrg100100TP24

Treated 
Utility Rail 3.6m 32mm x 66mm 32mm x 66mm 40 g032066TR36

Treated 
Utility Rail 3.6m 45mm x 70mm 45mm x 70mm 20 g045070TR36

Treated Fillet - 15mm x 41mm 15mm x 41mm 1 g015041TFR
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PRODUCT LENGTH STANDARD DIMENSIONS FINISHED DIMENSIONS QUANTITY PRODUCT CODE

Treated 
Grooved 
and 
Reeded 
Reversible 
Board

3m 38mm x 125mm 33mm x 120mm 207 go38125RED30

3.6m 38mm x 125mm 33mm x 120mm 207 go38125RED36

4.2m 38mm x 125mm 33mm x 120mm 207 go38125RED42

4.8m 38mm x 125mm 33mm x 120mm 207 go38125RED48

Thinline 
Enhanced
Grip Grooved 
Deck Board

- 38mm x 125mm 28mm x 120mm 1 mrg032125AGG2

Enhanced Grip 
Grooved Deck 
Board

- 38mm x 125mm 33mm x 120mm 1 mrg038125AGG2

Contemporary 4
Smooth Rail/ 
Smooth Deck 
Board

3.6m 38mm x 100mm 33mm x 94mm 4 g038100TR36

4.8m 38mm x 100mm 33mm x 94mm 4 g038100TR48

Contemporary 6
Smooth Rail/ 
Smooth Deck 
Board

3.6m 38mm x 150mm 33mm x 145mm 4 g038150TR36

4.8m 38mm x 150mm 33mm x 145mm 4 g038150TR48

Treated Planed
Support Post 2.4m 100mm x 100mm 94mm x 94mm 1 mrg100100TP24

Treated 
Utility Rail 3.6m 32mm x 66mm 32mm x 66mm 40 g032066TR36

Treated 
Utility Rail 3.6m 45mm x 70mm 45mm x 70mm 20 g045070TR36

Treated Fillet - 15mm x 41mm 15mm x 41mm 1 g015041TFR
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PRODUCT LENGTH FINISHED 
DIMENSIONS QUANTITY PRODUCT CODE [PALLET]

Modern Treated 
Spindle With 45° 
Base Chamfer

1m 41mm x 41mm 30 g041041 [480] g041041P

Stop / Chamf 
Treated Spindle 0.9m 41mm x 41mm 30 g041041SCT [480] g041041SCTP

Square Treated 
Spindle 0.9m 41mm x 41mm 30 g041041TS [480] g041041TSP

Turned Treated 
Spindle 0.9m 41mm x 41mm 30 g041041TTS [625] g041041TTSP

Patrice Newel 
Treated

1.2m 83mm x 83mm 4 g083083TPN [80] g083083TPNP

1.5m 83mm x 83mm 4 g083083TPN15 [80] g083083TPNI5P

Stop/Chamf 
Newel Treated

1.2m 83mm x 83mm 4 g083083SCTN [80] g083083SCTP

1.2m 90mm x 90mm 4 g090090SCTN [80] g090090SCTP

Square Newel 
Treated 1.2m 90mm x 90mm 4 g090090TNP [80] g090090TNPP

Turned Newel 
Treated 1.2m 90mm x 90mm 4 g090090TTNP [80] g090090TTNPP

Ball Cap - - 10 gaBALLCAP -

Patrice Cap - 110mm2 10 gaPATCAP110 -

End-grain 
preservative 10L - 6 gtENDCOAT1 -

If you’d like any information on the products in these specifications or advice on 
how to order them to suit your needs, get in touch today to speak to our experts.

SPECIFICATION  |  Timber decking
For more information on the products shown below please see pages 30-33

PRODUCT LENGTH STANDARD  
DIMENSIONS

FINISHED 
DIMENSIONS QUANTITY PRODUCT CODE

Treated UC4 
C24 Timber 3.6m 47mm x 100mm 45mm x 95mm 144 CARC047100QGR36

4.8m 47mm x 100mm 45mm x 95mm 144 CARC047100QGR48

3.6m 47mm x 150mm 45mm x 145mm 84 CARC047150QGR36

4.8m 47mm x 150mm 45mm x 145mm 84 CARC047150QGR48
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THE OUTDOOR LIVING COLLECTION IS 
EXCLUSIVELY DISTRIBUTED IN THE UK 
BY ARBOR FOREST PRODUCTS

Arbor Forest Products Ltd is an independently-owned, 
leading distributor of timber and timber related 
products; one of the largest independent timber 
importing businesses in the UK.

We operate from an 90-acre site in North Lincolnshire, 
supplying more than 400,000 cubic metres of quality 
timber to the building, DIY and construction trades 
through independent merchants each year. We are 
also the exclusive distributor of Trex®, the world’s #1 
composite decking brand.

Trex® is one of the fastest growing 
products in the landscaping sector. 
Become a TrexPRO® certified installer 
and maximise your opportunity.

Free to join

Sales referrals from the Trex® 
website and telephone enquiries

Access to Trex marketing      
materials and a marketing      
support fund

Warranty registration for 
your customer base

Gives your customers added 
confidence in your services

www.arbordeck.co.uk/trexpro

Our company is proudly built on a passion for customer service and people. 
Visit arborforestproducts.co.uk to find out more.
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Find out more. Call 01469 535 415,
email trex@arborforestproducts.co.uk

or visit www.arbordeck.co.uk

Outdoor Living Collection
Create your ideal outdoor lifestyle

Please note, products received may differ from those shown due to 
continual  product development. Please check at time of ordering.
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